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About This Game

A thrilling match-3 game that tells the story of Angelo, a young god from Olympus.

Banished to the mortal realm, Angelo must prove his worth to the Grecian king by building the most majestic palace in the dark
and muddy wastelands no one has ever seen. Help Angelo collect the resources he needs to build his palace of wonder. Search
the five beautiful but dangerous corners of the kingdom to help Angelo on his quest, outwitting and defeating powerful Titans

and ferocious creatures at every turn.

Epic story and atmosphere based on mythological figures and settings!

79 challenging match-3 levels!

20 upgrades to build an extraordinary Olympian palace never before seen!

5 unique, challenging worlds to conquer!

Original music compositions with Roman and Celtic stylings!

Also play the second part soon on Steam ...
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https://store.steampowered.com/app/1008610?beta=0
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Title: The Trials of Olympus
Genre: Casual
Developer:
e-FunSoft Games
Publisher:
HH-Games
Franchise:
Match3 Games, Match 3 Games
Release Date: 13 Dec, 2018

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/10

Processor: 1.2GHz CPU

Graphics: 128MB

Storage: 250 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English,French,German
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The voice acting is sooo bad. Thankfully there are not many scenes, just before and after each area is complete. The match 3 is
just basic stuff. There are three helpful items you can use, such as a hatchet to break chains. You can only use them once their
meter is full. And there's bosses! That was unexpected. Boss level at the end of each section. It was different and kind of cool,
so I give them a plus for that. But overall it's just not worth it to me and I requested a refund. This game has no achievmenets.
No trading cards. No incentive to keep playing. And the voice acting is worse than high school, it's that bad. Oh, and it has
spiders, too.. The voice acting is sooo bad. Thankfully there are not many scenes, just before and after each area is complete.
The match 3 is just basic stuff. There are three helpful items you can use, such as a hatchet to break chains. You can only use
them once their meter is full. And there's bosses! That was unexpected. Boss level at the end of each section. It was different
and kind of cool, so I give them a plus for that. But overall it's just not worth it to me and I requested a refund. This game has no
achievmenets. No trading cards. No incentive to keep playing. And the voice acting is worse than high school, it's that bad. Oh,
and it has spiders, too.
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Match3 game "The Trials of Olympus" on Steam:
On 18th December we and our partner e-FunSoft Games proudly present the first part of the match-3 triology "The Trials of
Olympus" on Steam. We will also publish part 2 and 3 in the following months - so stay tuned ...
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